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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The goal ofthis project is to investigate some methods that improve the critical

transport current inhigh temperature superconductors. A superconductor is a material
which can allow an electrical current to flow through it with no resistance. In comparison
conductors have a resistance to electrical currents which causes energy to be dissipated as

heat. The fact that superconductors have no resistance makes them ideal for a wide variety
of applications.

Superconductors are already used in a number of applications. Most ofthe present

use ofsuperconductors is in either science ormedicine. Inmedicine, the superconductor is
at the heart of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which is a noninvasive diagnostic tool.

The Superconducting Quantum Interface Device (SQUID) is an extremely sensitive
instrument formeasuring magnetic fields. Fusiontest reactors use superconducting coils

to produce a magnetic containment field for the heated plasma which is the fuel for the
fusion reactors. At present most of theseapplications require liquidhelium to cool the
superconductor below its superconducting transition temperature.
In addition, superconductors show great promise in many other areas. Using

superconducting materials in the circuits of computers will leadto faster computers. In
transportation, superconductors will eventually be used in MagLev trainswhich use
electromagnets to levitate and propel the train. Superconductors are used to make

powerful electromagnets that use a minimum amount of energy. Superconductors wiil
also be used in smaller and simpler designs for motors by the navy (Mayo, 1988).

Even though, the first superconductors were discovered at the beginning of this
century. Superconductors have not been widely used due to the expenseof the liquid
helium required for cooling. With the discovery of high temperature superconductors in

1987,the temperatureneeded to produce superconductivity is no longerthe limiting factor
in their use. High temperature superconductors are superconducting at a temperature
greater than 77 K which allows them to be cooled by liquid nitrogen. Because liquid

nitrogen is relatively inexpensive, these superconductors are, in principle, economically
viable for use in many new applications. The problem at present with high temperature

superconductors is the maximum amount of electric current that can pass through the

superconductor. If the electric current density exceeds a certainamount, defined as the
critical current, then the current will begin to experience a resistance and superconductivity

is destroyed. This critical current is too low to permit the use of superconductors in many

applications. This experiment explores a means of increasing the critical current.
The critical current has been known to increase if defects are introduced into the

samples. Two known ways of introducing defects into a sample are chemical doping with

Praseodymium (Pr) and irradiation with protons. The different doping levels of Pr in the
polycrystalline sample Y] _xPrxBa2Cu307 that are being used in this experiment are for
x equal to 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The irradiation being used is 2x10 protons/cm.

These doping and irradiation levels have both separately increased the critical current. The

purpose of this projectis to investigate the combined effects of irradiationand chemical

doping on the critical temperature and the resistivity of these high temperature

superconductors. The present work is an extension ofresearch performed byDr. Paulius
of the WMU Physics Department (Paulius et al, 1991).

Fivebatches of samples were used in this experiment. Onebatch for each of the x
= 0.1,0.2 and 0.3 Pr doping levels and two different batches of the x = 0.0 Pr doping level

are used in thisexperiment. Samples were irradiated at the Western Michigan University
tandem accelerator laboratory. The transition temperature and resistivitymeasurements on

these samples, were compared to measurements performed on nonirradiated samples from
the same batches except in the caseof the x = 0.0 doping level where a sample from a
different batch was used.

Because these irradiated samples showed signs of significant radioactivity,
measurements were made to identify sources of gamma-ray radiation. Measurements were

performed eight moths after irradiation to identify which long lived radioactive isotopes

were produced, hi order to identify nuclides with a shorter half-life, another set ofsamples
was irradiated. These samples were taken from the same batches that provided the
nonirradiated samples for theresistivity measurements. Gamma ray detector
measurements were performed four days after the irradiation.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL

Irradiation of the samples

The irradiation of the samples was performed at the Western Michigan University
HVEC model EN tandem accelerator. The samples were irradiated uniformly with a dose

ofapproximately 2.0x1016 protons/cm2. Each proton had anenergy of12 MeV. To reduce
the increase in temperature caused by irradiation,the samples were mounted on a gold
sheet using thermally conductive silver paint. The gold sheet was attachedto a stainless

steel sample holder and placed in the PIXEchamber at the accelerator laboratory. Refer to
Figure 1 for a sketch of the beam line and chamber.
In order to irradiate the samples uniformly, the beam needed to be spread out

evenly. A gold foil of a thickness of 1.16 urn was used to disperse the protons. The size
of the irradiation area was chosen in order for all of the samples to fit in the beam so that

they would be irradiated together. After passing through the foil the beam was collimated
to a diameter of 0.96 cm at the position of the samples. The location and area of the

proton beam on the target was determined by irradiatingplastic film placed on the sample
holder. Proton beam current on target was about 150 mA. This current was integrated
using a Brookhaven Nuclear Instruments current integrator. The integrated current and
measured diameter of the beam at the sample position were utilized to determine the
proton dose.

Sketch of PIXE Bean Line

Target
Faraday cup
Insulation

This is dvg PIXE in CAttEY
last update taug95

ToOif Punp

Figure J: Cadkcy sketch of PIXE beam line and chamberused
in the irradiation ofthe samples. Created by Dr. S. M. Ferguson.

The estimated range of 12 MeV protons in the noncrystalline Y]Ba2Cu3()7 was
calculated to be 0.7 mm. Since the thickness of all the samples ranged from 0.71 mm to

0.91 mm with an uncertainty of 0.05 mm, the protons did not penetrate the entire depth of

the samples. The samples and the gold became radioactivedue to the irradiation.

Computer program for controlling resistivity measurements
A Visual Basic program called DMMTEM was written to run the resistivity

measurements. The program runs the digital multimeter(DMM) and the temperature

controller for the resistivity measurements. This programhas the capability to allowthe

userto adjustthe following settings on the temperature controller: gain,rate, reset, set
point and heater power range. Theuser is also allowed to specify what type of
measurements the DMM will perform. After the DMM and temperature controller are set

to the users specifications, the program will run a series of measurements. Measurements

will continue to be taken until eitherthe user stops them or a user-defined exit condition is
met. The user defined conditions are time and number of measurements taken. The

measurements will be saved to a file as they are taken if the temperature has changed by a
user defined value. This value was 0.4 K for the measurements in this project. If this

value is zero then all measurements taken will be saved. Finally the program will plot the

data with the temperature on the x-axis and the DMM value on the y-axis. The program

allows the user to view this graph full screen or as only a part of the screen. The data is

also displayed in a grid on the screen. More information on this program is in
Appendix C. The code of DMMTEM is located in Appendix D.

Resistivity measurements

The samples were put through a series of resistivity measurements. These
measurements were performed not only to obtain theresistivity of the samples but also to
obtain two values associated with the transition from the normal slate to the

superconducting state. The first value was the critical temperature (Tc), which isdefined
as thetemperature at which theresistivity is fifty percent ofthenormal state resistivity.

The second property was the change in temperature over which the transition occurs (ATC)
which is defined as the difference between the temperature at ninety percent and the

temperature at ten percent of the normal state resistivity.

Themeasurement procedure begins by preparing the samples. After cleaning the
sample with acetone, electrical contacts wereplacedon the sample, using silver paintand

platinum wires. Fourwires were attached to the sample using thesilver paint as in
Figure 2. During measurements, a current was sentthrough the outside wires while the
voltage was measured betweenthe inside wires.

Current Source

Closed-Cycle Refrigerator

Temperature
Controller

GPIB

GPIB

DMM

Computer

Figure 2: ResistivityExperimental Setup

The current was kept constant during the measurement. 1Tie temperature was then

changed at a user-controlled rate. Every three seconds the voltage was checked by the
DMM and the temperature was checked by the temperature controller. Next the data was
sent to the computer. The program DMMTEM comparedthe temperature to the last

recorded temperature. If the temperature changed by 0.4 Kelvin, thenthemeasurement
was recorded. The three second interval was chosen because the temperature controller

takes about one and a half seconds to update itself thus three seconds would allow enough

time tor the temperature controller to evaluate the new conditions. All recorded
measurements were saved in Comma Separated Value (CSV) files. The files contain the

temperature, the voltage, the time and user comments aboutthe sample.
Each of the eight samples underwent the above measurements for increasing and
decreasing temperatures. The measured values of Tc and ATC for the 16 transitions
observed are listed in Table 1 in chapter III. The speed and direction of temperature

change during the measurements affected the results. This effect is dueto the

displacement of thesamples andthe tliermometer as shown in Figure 3. The thermometer
is located on the opposite sideof the plateholding the samples. The heating element of the
closed cycle refrigerator is located below the sample holder so as the temperature changes,
the sample and thermometer are at different temperatures until the system stabilizes. Two

techniques wereemployed to minimize this problem. First, the sample holder was madeof
copper, an excellent thermal conductor. Second, a compound which was thermally
conductive and electrically nonconductive was used to connect the samplesthermally with

the copper holder. In addition, two experimental procedures were employed to reduce this
error. The first is that two sets of measurements were taken for each sample: one set of

measurements for increasingtemperature and one set of measurement tor decreasing

temperature, as mentioned earlier.

Taking the average of these two measurements should

cancel much of the error in the temperature. The other experimental procedure was to

change the temperature slowly in the transition region. This procedure rninimizes the
temperature difference between the sample and the thermometer.

Samples
4-Thermometer

*5&
Front View

Side View

Back View

Figure 3: Closed CycleRefrigerator SampleHolder Configuration

Radioactive nuclide investigation

The gamma ray measurements were performed using a Princeton Gamma-Tech
high purity germanium (HPGE) detector. The detector was surrounded by lead bricks in
order to minimize background radiation. The heart of the detector is a high purity coaxial

germanium crystal which is slightly n-type. The outside surface is made to be p-type
through either ion implantation or metalization while the inner core is diffused with a thick
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layer of lithium which acts as a donor. The lithium is an interstitial component in the
crystal and naturally diffuses in germanium crystals.

The crystal is cooled to the temperature ofliquid nitrogen and a reverse bias is put
onthejunction. The cooling has two effects. The first effect is that the dark current is
reduced at these temperatures. The dark current occurs when a reverse bias voltage is

applied across a p-n junction at a temperature high enough to excite electrons sothat
electron-hole pairs are formed. These electron-hole pairs form thedark current which
creates noise in the detection circuit. The second effect is that the lithium will not drift at

77 K, a condition necessary for the operation ofthe detector. The inner core is connected

toground while the outer surface is biased at -3500 V. This arrangement creates a region
of largevolume in the crystal which has a sufficiently strong electric field to separate any

electron-hole pairs produced due to interactions between gamma rays and the crystal
(Kuszewski, 1994).

Gamma rays can interact with matter By means of three processes: the

photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production. The photoelectric effect
occurs when a gamma ray is absorbed by colliding withan electron that is tightly bound to
an atom. The electron which is freed carries away most of the energy of the incident

gamma ray as kinetic energy. The remainder of the gamma rayenergy, which is the
bindingenergy of the electron, is released as x rays when the atom deexcites. Compton

scattering occurs when a gamma ray is scattered by an essentially free electron; here the

gamma ray gives only a part ofitsenergy to the electron. Pair production occurs when a
gamma raywith a minimum energy of 1.022 MeV creates a positron and an electron. Any
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energy left over from this creation is transferred into thekinetic energy ofthe two particles.

The positron will eventually recombine with an electron resulting in the creation oftwo
511 keV gamma rays.

Forthephotoelectric effect, generally all ofthegamma ray energy is deposited in
the detector. Consequently a gamma-ray spectrum, i.e., a plot of a number of counts per

channel versus energy, will exhibit a sharp peak, called a photopeak, at the energy ofthe
gamma rays.

Since, each radioactive nuclide radiates distinctivegamma rays, the determination

ofthe energy ofthe resulting photopeaks in a gamma ray spectrum were used todetermine
which radioactive nuclei arepresent in a material. In this experiment only a determination
of relatively long-lived radioactive nuclei was attempted.

Cables from PreAmp.

Ortec 660 Bias Supply

•Si

HPGE Detector

Ortec Maestro II MCA

Ortec 673 Amp.

Figure 4: Radioactive nuclide investigation apparatus

The samples examined were YiBa2Cu307 and Yo.7Pro.3Ba2Cu307. Measurements

were performed onboth samples, for a duration ofone hour, four days after irradiation and
on the Y0 7Pr0 3Ba2Cu307 sample, for a duration of eight hours, 24 days after irradiation. A

similarset of samples was studied eight months after irradiation. Background runs were

taken equal in duration to foreground runs. The samples wereplaced on the axis of the
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coaxial detector with the detector's plastic protective cover in place. For the four day delay

measurements, samples were located 7 cm from theplastic cover; for theremaining
measurements, samples wereplaced against the cover.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Critical Temperatures of the samples

The Tc and ATC for each sample are listed in Table 1. They were determined
graphically. Graphs of each transition were printed. The normal state resistivity was
extrapolated and the baseline resistivity was extrapolated. The lines which represent the
10%, 50% and 90% ofthe normal state resistivity using the baseline resistivity as 0% were

placeon the graphs. The temperature at the intersection of the three lines and the
resistivity curve are the values reported in the table. The 50% value is the Tc valuewhile
the difference between the 10% and 90% values is the ATC value. The resistivity curves for

each of the measurements appears in Appendix B.
The irradiated and nonirradiated samples with Pr doping levels of x = 0.1 and
x - 0.3 underwent a temperature change rate of 1 K/rnin. in the transition region. The

other samples underwent a rate of 0.2 K/min. in the transition region. The discrepancies
between the increasing and decreasing Tc in the samples with Pr doping levels of x = 0.3
can be explained by the rate. The difference in the increasing and decreasing Tc in the

irradiated sample with a doping level of x = 0.0 is due to a poor curve. The resistivity
curve starts out normal and has a transition at 90 K but the end of the transition is still

significantlyabove zero. As the temperature decreases the sample experiences a second
transition around 50 K. This transition has a gentle slope compared to the first and
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approaches zero at around 40 K. Tnis sirange behavior can be seen in Appendix B
Graph 1. This behavior may be caused by the deterioration of the sample due to long

exposure to moisture in theatmosphere and/or due to frequent cleaning with acetone.
Deterioration could have occurred because of the difficulty in attaching platinum wires to

these samples. The first transition in the x = 0.0 irradiated sample was used to calculate
the values in table 1.

Table 1

Critical Temperature Results
Average

Decreasing
Temperature

Increasing
Temperature

Samples

Batch Name

Tfi (K)

AT«(K)

T.<K)

AT«(K)

Tc(K)

ATC(K)

YjBajCUsO?

JJN021

89.8

1.9

90.6

1.8

90.2

1.9

WMU041

88.8

1.6

88.7

2.2

88.8

1.9

JJN049

86.2

4.1

86.2

3.6

86.2

3.9

JJN049

87.8

2.8

87.4

3.2

87.6

3.0

JJN048

71.6

6.2

71.5

3.1

71.6

4.7

JJN048

73.6

2.3

73.9

2.5

73.8

2.4

JJN053

54.0

3.8

51.6

3.7

52.8

3.8

JJN053

57.3

3.9

56.0

4.4

56.7

4.2

Irradiated

YiBaaCuaO,
Not Irradiated

YosProjBa^CusO,
Irradiated

YosProiBajCusO,
Not Irradiated

Y0.8Pr02Ba2Cii3O7
Irradiated

YosPro.aBaaCuaO,
Not Irradiated

Yo7ProsBa2Cu307
Irradiated

Yo7Pro3Ba2Cu307
Not Irradiated

There are two majortrends in the data which can be seenin Figure 5. The first is

that thecritical temperature decreases withincreased levels ofpraseodymium. The second
is that the critical temperature decreases with irradiation. The exception to the last trend is
the Y]Ba2Cu307 samples. The irradiated sample shows a higher transition temperature
than the nonirradiated sample. This might be caused by the fact that the samples came
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from dilTerent batches unlike the other samples whose irradiated samples come from the
same batches as the nonirradiated samples.
Table 2: List ofCurrentDensities Used in Resistivity Measurements

Current Density

Samples

Batch Name

YiBa2Cu307 Irradiated

JJN021

0.32

YiBa2C«307 Not Irradiated

WMU041

0.34

Yo.9Pr01Ba2Cu307 Irradiated

JJN049

0.24

Yo.&Pro.iBa2Cu307 Not Irradiated

JJN049

0.59

Yo.8Pro.2Ba2Cu307 Irradiated

JJN048

0.25

Yo.aPro.2Ba2Cu307 Not Irradiated

JJN048

0.58

Y0,7Pro.3Ba2Cu307 Irradiated

JJN053

0.30

Y07Pr0.3Ba2Cu3O7 Not Irradiated

JJN053

0.79

(A/cm2)

Effects of Doping and Irradiation on the Critical
Temperature
Temperature (Kelvin)
95

Doping Level

Figure 5: Superconducting critical temperatureas afunction ofPr concentration before and after
irradiation with 12 MeVprotons
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The critical temperature for various doping levels of Pr in the Y^BaqCu^Oj

polyciystallinc specimens were measured byNeumeier andMaple (Ncumcicr et al, 1992).
Their results appear in Table 2.
Table 3 Comparison with Neumeier Data
Difference

Percent

ATC OK)

TC(K)

TC(K)

88.8

1.9

3.9

4.4

1.1

87.6

3.0

1.0

1.1

76.1

2.1

73.8

2.4

2.3

3.1

47.6

3.5

56.7

4.2

-9.1

-16

Neumeier

Data from

Dataa

Table 1

Sample

T,(K)

ATC(K)

TC(K)

YjBaiCuaO,

92.7

0.7

Y0.9Pro.iBa2Cu307

88.6

Y0,8Pro2Ba2Cu307
Y07Pr03Ba2Cu3O7

Difference

a(Neumeieretal, 1992)

A decrease in Tc due to irradiation is shown by the data in Figure 2. A study by

Xiong, Li, Linker and Meyer shows a decrease in Tc for irradiation fluences larger than

1x 1016 protons/cm2. The study was performed onthin films ofYiBa2Cu307 with
300keV protons. The irradiations were performed at 77K and 4.2K. This study' in

comparison, used 12 MeV protons with a fluence of 2x 1016 protons/cm2 at room
temperature. Also, polycrystalline samples were studied versus the thin films in the
Xiong, Li, Linker and Meyer study (Xiong et al, 1988 ).

The resistivity values were obtained from the voltage measured by the DMM, the
value of the current and the dimensions of the samples. The three dimensions were taken

as shown in Figure 6. Theequation used to obtainthe resistivity is p = z«y»V/(x»I),
where V is the voltage measured, I is the current, and z, x and y are the dimensions. The
uncertainly in p was then calculated using

17

• 2/ 2/ 2\ , /o2 i 2
a" - p"(v/V) + 0*2 /I-t2') + (qy-2/z)
+ (a
/x ) + (p/y~) wliere the uncertainly in the resistivity

is a, the uncertainty in the voltage is v, the uncertainty in the current is m the uncertainty
in the x dimension is a, the uncertainty in the y dimension is P and the uncertainty in the z
dimension is ^ (Bevington et al 1992).

Figure 6: Sample Dimensions and platinum lead placement

Radioactive nuclides detected

Looking first at the background spectra as it compares to the Yo ?Pr0 3Ba2Cu307

sample one easily sees the 1.461 MeV K-40 gamma ray peak which also appears in all the
other spectra. Also the low energy (below 100 keV) peaks in the spectra can be attributed

to background. Backgroundradiation is caused by radioactive elements in the materials
that compose the room and apparatus such as K-40 and radiation penetrating the room
from outside sources. There was no obvious difference between the Y1Ba2Cu307 and

Yo,7Pro.3Ba2Cu307 samples for the same time period but there was a difference for the

different time delays. The large peaks that are not accounted for by the background for the
four day delay are the 511 keV, 909 keV, 1116 keV and 1710 keV peaks. The 1116 keV
peak is produced by Zn-65 and the 909 keV and 1710 keV are produced by Zr-89
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(Heath, 1964). The 5] 1 keV peak is produced by both and also is in the background. The

Zn-65 and Zr-89 are produced in the samples by the 6SCu(p,n) and Y(p,n) reaction,
respectively. A proton energy of 12 MeV is significantly above the threshold for these
reactions. No attempt was made to investigate weak lines present in the spectra. The
relative intensities of Zn-65 and Zr-89 lines observed after four days, twenty-four days

and eight months are consistent with the known have-lives of these nuclei, 244 days and
78.4 hours, respectively (Walker, 1984).
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The combined effect of proton irradiation and Praseodymium doping of the
YiBa2Cu307 system has been observed to decrease the critical temperature. Tins decrease

is supported by other studies that used just one of the methods. Further study into the

critical transport current of the samples would shed more light on the combined effects of
irradiation and chemical doping.

The irradiation of the samples with 12 MeV protons

caused (p, n) reactions to occur in the nuclei Y-89 and Cu-65. Hie irradiation added

defects by creating vacancies in the polyciystalline samples. A side effect of the irradiation
was the production of the radioactive nuclei Zn-65 and Zr-89.
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Appendix A

HPGE DETECTOR SPECTRUM

A-l

Gamma Ray Spectrum of Radioactive Nuclides in
Yo.7Pto.3Ba2Cu507
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Spectrum 1: Spectrum created by the gamma rays emitted during a one hour
long measurement of the Y0.7Pr0.3Ba2Cu3O7 sample 4 days after irradiation.
Two nuclides are discernible. They are Zn-65 with the 511 keV and 1114 keV

gamma rays and Zr-89with 909 keV, 511 keV and 1710 keV gamma rays. The
intense background line at 1461 keV is caused by K-40 (see A-5).
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Nuclides in Y0.7Pro.3Ba2Cu307
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Spectrum 2: Spectrum created by the gamma rays emmitted

during a one hour long measurement of the Y0.7Pr0.3Ba2Cu3O7
sample 8 months after irradiation. Only nuclide discemable above
background is Zn-65 with the 511 keV and 1114 keV gamma rays.

A-3

Gamma Ray Spectrum of YojProsBazCusOy 24 Days
After Irradiation
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Spectrum 3: Spectrum created bythe gamma rays emitted during an eight hour long
measurement of the Y0.7Pr0.3Ba2Cu3O7 sample 24 days after irradiation. Two
nuclides are discernible. They are Zn-65 with the 511 keV and 1114 keV gamma rays
and Zr-89 with 909 keV, 511 keV and 1710 keV gamma rays.
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Spectrum4: Spectrum of detected gamma rays from the surrounding area.
The measurement was taken for eight hours Immediately following the

spectrum on page A-4. The intense lineat 1461 keVwas caused by K-40
present in the concrete walls of the room.
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Appendix B

RESISTIVITY GRAPHS
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GRAPH B1

Irradiated Y1Ba2Cu307 Sample
Resistivity Versus Temperature
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Graphi: Resistivity measurement data taken onthe irradiated YiBa2Cu307
sample. The graph shows the data set taken while increasing temperature
and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The percent

uncertainty inthe resistivity measurements Is 17%.
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Graph 2: Resistivity measurement data taken on the nonirradiated
YiBa2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature data
set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The percent

uncertainty inthe resistivity measurements Is 10%.
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Graph 3: Resistivity measurement data taken on the irradiated
Yo9Pro.iBa2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature
data set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The percent
uncertainty in the resistivity measurements is 15%.
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GRAPH B4
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Graph 4: Resistivitymeasurement data taken on the nonirradiated
Y0.8Pro.iBa2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature
data set and the data set taken with decreasing temperature. The percent
uncertainty in the resistivity measurements is 12%.
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Graph 5: Resistivity measurement data taken on the irradiated
Y0sPro 2Ba2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature
data set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The percent
uncertainty in the resistivity measurements is 13%.
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GRAPH B6

Nonirradiated Y0.8Pr0.2Ba2Cu3O7 Sample
Resistivity Versus Temperature
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Graph 6: Resistivity measurement data taken on the nonirradiated
Yo 8Pro.2Ba2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature
data set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The percent
uncertainty in the resistivity measurements is 12%.
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Graph 7: Resistivity measurement data taken on the irradiated
YojPro 3Ba2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasingtemperature
data set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The

percent uncertainty inthe resistivity measurements is 18%.
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GRAPH B8
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Graph 8: Resistivitymeasurement data taken on the nonirradiated
Yo.7Pro.3Ba2Cu307 sample. The graph shows the increasing temperature
data set and the data set taken while decreasing temperature. The

percent uncertainty in the resistivity measurements is 14%.
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Appendix C
User's Manual for the DMMTEM Visual Basic Program

The DMMTEM program is specifically writtenforthe HP 34401A Digital
Multimeter and the LakeShore DRC-91CATemperature Controller using a National

Instruments General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) and NI-488™ Functions tor Windows.
The following files comprise the program:
Dmmtem.exe

Bootrbrrn.rrm

Grapha.frm
Tempchan.frm
Dmmtem.bas

Niglobal.bas
Vbib.bas

Cmdialog.vbx
Grid.vbx

The files Vbib.bas and Niglobal.bas came with the GPIB from National Instruments and

contain the NI-488™ Functions and the global variables respectively. The files

Cmdialog.vbx and Grid.vbx arc tools that came with Visual Basic. The Cmdialog.vbx file

provides the format for the opening of a file while theGrid.vbx file contains thecode for

the grid used to display the saved data. The global procedures andvariables written
specifically for the program are in Dmmtem.bas. ITie file Bootform.frm is themain control

CM

form and contains the code for initializing the DMM and Temperature controller, the code

for controlling the measurements and the code for saving and displaying the data. The file

Grapha.frm is just used to provide an area for a lull screen graphand contains no code.
The file Tempchan.frm contains the code for manipulating the temperature controller
parameters. The file Dmmtem.exe is the executable code.

Starting the Program

To start the program run Dmmtem.exe. The user will immediately be prompted for

three parameters. The first is the maximum number of measurements the second is the
time interval between measurements and the third is the number of hours to run the

measurements. The maximum number of measurements is a safety check. The maximum

number of measurements allowed in an array in Visual Basic is 16,351. This value can be

set at any value between 2 and 16,351. When this many measurements have been saved to
a file the program will stop taking measurements. Similarly the number of hours to run
the measurements is a safety check. This value allows the user to stop the measurements
after a certain amount of time. The time starts at the time of the first measurement in that

set of measurements. As soon as the user defined time length is elapsed the program will

stop taking measurements. ITie interval value defines the time betweenmeasurement
queries. This value is in minutes.

In order for the user to start taking measurements a file must be opened to save the

measurements in. This is done by clicking on the File menu and then clicking the File to
save to menu item. A dialog box will be opened which is similar to the standard windows
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open/save boxes. Once a file has been opened then measurements can be take by clicking
on the Run menu and then clicking the item Start. However, before takingmeasurements

other parameters should be looked at and adjusted. Most ofall be sure the DMM is told
theproper type of measurement to take. This is done bythe user using thecombo box on
the main form. The default is a resistance measurement using the DMM 4-wire
measurement.

Temperature Controller

The temperature controller has a number of parameters which will needadjusting.
To change these parameters clickon the Temperature menu and then the item Control.
This will carry the user to the changeform. This form has text boxes with the current
values for the Rate, Reset, Gain, Set Point and Heater Range. These can be changed by

typing in the proper value in the text boxes for the Rate, Reset, Gain and Set Point or
clicking on the appropriate range for the Heater Range. The project used
Rate - 0

Gain = 40
Reset = 25

Set Point - Various

Heater Range = Various.

Once the proper values have been entered click the OK button and the mainform will be
returned to the screen.

Measurement Parameters
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Once a set of measurements has begun then there are three ways to stop taking
measurements. Two of these have been discussed above while the otlier is a user executed

stop. 'ITie parameter controlling the maximum number of measurements can be changed at
any timeby clicking Loopand then clicking Max Num which gives the same dialog box
that the user saw upon starting the program. Likewise the time limit can be changed by

clicking Loop andthen clicking Max Time. The twoother menu items in theLoop menu
are the interval which was described above and Delta Temp, which when clicked by the

user allows the temperature change necessaryto save a measurementto be updated. If the

zero is put in for theDeltaTemp, thenevery measurement will be saved.
The user can stop measurements at any time by clicking on the Run menu and

clicking on Stop.

In order to start measurements after they have been stopped a new file

must be opened. This action is necessary in order to assure that data files are not erased.

Data Manipulation

When measurements are started the user is prompted to write comments about the
measurement. These comments are written to the file. As soon as data is taken it will be

written in the grid. Once there are three points taken and are saved to the file then the

measurements will be graphed. The graph on the main form will be updated every
(Change) measurement that meets the change in temperature criteria. The user can see the

graph full screen by clicking on the graph. To return to the main form, close the full screen
graph.
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Tne grid can be erased by clicking on Data, then on Grid and then on Erase
Contents. If the contents of the grid arc erased, they can be viewed again by clicking on
Data, then on (irid and then on View Data.

Ramping Program

The last segment of the program is the ramping program. This program allows the

user to set a temperature for the closed cycle refrigerator to approach and to control the rate

of approach. The temperature is set by clicking the menu Temperaturethen clicking the
item Program and then clicking the item Level. This brings up a dialog box that is used to

enter the temperature the ramping program should approach. The rate can be set in a like
manner by clicking the menu Temperature then clicking the item Program and then

clicking the item Rate, llie rate is then entered into the dialog box. To start the ramping
program a toggle switch setup is used. The actions are to click the menu Temperature
then click the item Program and then click the item Off The Off refers to the tact that the
ramping program is not running. The ramping program will shutoff when it reaches the

given temperature or if it is stopped by clicking the menu Temperature then clicking the
item Program and then clicking the item On.
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Appendix D

VISUAL BASIC CODE

FROM PROGRAM DMMTEM
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Code from File: BOOTFORM.FRM

Option Explicit
Dim TimeMeas As Variant Time when next measurement will be taken

Dim ExitValue As String 'Variableused to determine what reason is being used to stop
measurements

Dim Comments As String 'Comments about the sample to be written to file
Sub FormLoad 0

'Code is run when program starts
Dim Com As String
Comments =""

Term - Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)

' ChangeTemperature Controllerto proper settings
' Initializethe TEMperatureController
Call ibdev(Os 12, 0,03 1, 1, Tern)

Com = Space$(20)
Com - "F2B0" + Term' Make B the dispalay/sample thermometer
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)

Com = Space$(20)
Com = "FlAK,F1BK" + Term 'Set Sensor A & B to read Kelvin
Call Ibwrt(Tems Com)

Com = Space$(20)
Com = "FOK" + Term 'Set set point to be in Kelvin
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
'Setup DMM
Call ibdev(0,22,0,0, 1, 1, DMM)

Call Ibclr(DMM)
' clear the DMM
Call IbwrtpMM, "SYST:BEEP:STAT OFF")' Turn off beeping
Call Ibwrt(DMH "*RST") ' Reset the DMM
Call Ibwrt(DMM, "*CLS") ' clear the registers
Gridl.Cols = 4
Gridl.Rows = 2
Gridl.Row = 0

Gridl.Col = 0
Gridl.Text = "#"

Gridl.Col=l
Gridl.Text = "Ohms"
Gridl.Col = 2
Gridl.Text = "Kelvin"
Gridl.Col = 3

Gridl.Text="Time"

Gridl.FixedAlignment(0) = 2
Gridl.ColWidth(0) = 600
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Gridl.ColWidth(l)= 1600
Gridl.ColWidth(2) = 1600
Gridl.ColWidth(3) = 1600
Call MnuMaxnumclick 'Initialize one of the exit conditions

Call Mnuintervalclick'initialize time between the queryingof the DMM and
Temperature controller
Call MnuTimeclick

'initialize another exit condition

'Set up combo box for the DMM
Combol.Addltem "Volts:DC"
Combol.Addltem "Volts:AC"
Combol.Addltem "Resistance:2-wire"

Combol.Addltem "Resistance:4-wire"
Combol.Addltem "Current:DC"
Combol.Addltem "Current.AC"

mnustop.Enabled ~ False
mnuToggle.Caption = "Off'
DeltaTemp = .4
labels = Format$(DeltaTemp)
TemRate = "0"

TempLevel = "5.0"
label12 = TempLevel
Label10 ~ TemRate
End Sub

Sub MeasurementType 0
•Determines what value the DMM will measure from user defined quantity
Select Case Combo 1
Case HVolts:AC"

Application = "Meas:Volt:AC? IV, 0.000001"
Gridl.Row = 0

Gridl.Col=l

Gridl Text - "VAC"
Case "Current:DC"

Application - "Meas:Curr:DC? Def, Max"
Gridl.Row = 0

Gridl.Col=l

Gridl.Text = "Amps"
Case "Current:AC"

Application - "Meas:Curr:AC? Def, Max"
Gridl.Row = 0

Gridl.Col=l

Gridl.Text = "Amps"
Case "Resistance:2-wire"

Application = "Meas:Res? 100, .0001"
Gridl.Row = 0
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Gridl.Col=l
Gridl.Text = "Ohms"

Case "Resistance:4-wire"

Application - "Measures? 100, .0001"
Gridl.Row = 0
Gridl.Col=l

Gridl.Text = "Ohms"
Case Else

Application - "Meas:Volt:DC? IV, 0.000001"
Gridl.Row = 0
Gridl.Col=l
Gridl.Text = "VDC"

End Select
End Sub

Sub mnuControlTempClick 0
'switches between the two main forms

'shows the form used to manipulate the
'temperature controller parameters
Bootform.Visible - False

FormChange.Visible = True
End Sub

Sub MnuDeltaClick 0

'Theselines prompt the user for the temperature
'change necessary to record a measurement
'a zero will record every measurement taken
Dim Title As String

Dim msg As String
'Input boxes for measurement parameters

msg = "Enter inKelvin the temperature change needed torecord a measurement. IfZero
is entered then measurements will be recorded continuously."
Title - "Temperature Change"

label8 = InputBox$(msg, Title, Format$(DeltaTemp))
DeltaTemp - Val(label8)
End Sub

Sub mnuerasegridClick 0
'Erases the contents of the grid
Dim I As Integer
ForI=lToNCount
Gridl.Row = I
Gridl.Col=l
Gridl.Text = ""

Gridl.Col = 2
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Gridl.Text = ""
Gridl.Col = 3

Gridl.Text-""
Next I

End Sub

Sub mnuexitClick 0
•Exits the DMMTEM program

'Returns contrl of the Temperature controller to manuel
'Clears the Temperature controller
'Clears the DMM

'Closes program
Dim Com As String
Com=Space$(20)
Com - "MO" + Term

Call IbwrtCTem, Com)

Call Ibclr(Tem)
CallIbwrtpMM,"*cls")
Call Ibclr(DMM)
Close

End

End Sub

Sub MnuGraphclick 0
'Called automatically by starting measurements
Plots the data taken in the small graph on BootForm
Dim LeftMarg As Single, BottomMarg As Single
Dim ValDif As Single, TemDif As Single
Dim ScaleYl As Single, ScaleY2 As Single
Dim ScaleXl As Single, ScaleX2 As Single
Dim I As Integer, Y As Single, X As Single
Dim Axis As Single, SAxis As String
'Check for something to graph
If NCount < 3 GoTo ExitNow
Picture l.Cls

'Drivers

' Temper(l) = 1
' Temper(2) = 500
' MinTem • 1
' MaxTem = 500

•End of Drivers
Picture l.ScaleMode = 1

LeftMarg = 700 'intwips
BottomMarg = Picture 1.ScaleHeight - 500
ValDif - (MaxValue - MinValue)
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TemDif = (MaxTem - MinTem)
If ValDif = 0 Or TemDif = 0 GoTo ExitNow 'add error Message
Put in axes

Picture 1.Line (LeftMarg, BottomMarg)-(Lei:tMarg, 0)

Picture1.Line (LeftMarg, BottomMarg)-(Picturel.ScaleWidth, BottomMarg)
'Labeling Axes
Picturel.PSetStep(0,0)
Y = BottomMarg + 300
X = LeftMarg-700
'Y axis
ForI=lTo7
Y - Y - 300

Axis = linear_lnt(0,MaxValue, BottomMarg, MinValue, Y)
SAxis$ = Trunc_Numbers(Str(Axis))
PictureLLine (LeftMarg - 60, Y)-(LeftMarg, Y)
Picture l.CurrentX = 15

Picturel.CurrentY = Y - 67.5
Picture1.Print SAxis
Next I

'X Axis

ForI=lTo7

X = X + 700

Y = Picturel.ScaleWidth

Axis = linear_Int(LeftMarg, MinTem, Y, MaxTem, X)
SAxis$ = Trunc_Numbers(Str(Axis))
PictureLLine (X, BottomMarg + 60)-(X, BottomMarg)
Picturel.CurrentX = X - 250
Picturel.CurrentY = 2205

Picture 1.Print SAxis$
Next I

' GoTo ExitNow
'Scale Picture

ScaleYl = MaxValue
ScaleX2 - MaxTem

ScaleY2 = MinValue - ((ValDif/ BottomMarg) * (Picturel.ScaleHeight - BottomMarg))
ScaleXl - MinTem - ((TemDif/ (Picturel.ScaleWidth - LeftMarg)) * LeftMarg)
Picturel.Scale (ScaleXl, ScaleYl)-(ScaleX2, ScaleY2)
Plot Points
ForI=lToNCount
DoEvents

Picturel.Circle (Temper(I), Value©), ((1 / 400) * TemDif), QBColor(l)
Next I

ExitNow:
End Sub
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Sub Mnuintervalclick 0

'Code allows user to change the interval at
'which measurements are taken

Dim Title As String
Dim msg As String
'Input boxes for measurement parameters

msg = "Enter in minutes thetime interval between measurements."
Title = "Time Interval"

label4 - InputBox$(msg, Title, ".05")
Interval - Val(label4)
TimeMeas - Now + (Interval / 1440)
End Sub

Sub MnuMaxnumclick 0
'Allows user to set an exit condition
'This is the maximum number of saved measurements

'That the program will do in a givenrun
Dim Title As String

Dim msg As String
Dim L As String
L = Label2

'Input boxes for measurementparameters

msg = "Enter the maximum number ofmeasurements to take. It must beat orbelow
16351. DO NOT USE COMMAS!"
Title = "Number of Measurements"

Label2 = InputBox$(msg, Title, L)
If Val(Label2) > 16351 Or Val(Label2) < 2 Then

msg = "Entered number Outside of range default used."
MsgBoxmsg, 48, "InputError"
Label2 - L

End If

If mnustop.Enabled = True Then
IfNCount >= Val(Label2) Then
ExitValue = "Max"

Call mnustopclick
Else

ReDim Preserve Resist(Val(Label2))
ReDim Preserve Resist(Val(Label2))
ReDim Preserve Resist(Val(Label2))
End If

End If
End Sub

Sub mnuSamplelnrbclick 0
'Allows user to save a line of comments
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Dim Info As String, Prompt As String
Info = Comments

Prompt - "Please enter sample information to be saved with the file."
Comments - InputBox$(Prompt, "Sample information". Info)
End Sub

Sub mnuSaveasClick 0
•Names a file to save the data in

Dim msg As String, Response1 As Integer,Response2 As Integer
Dim Filestring As String
'cancelError is True.
NewFile:

On Error GoTo ErrHandler
'Set filters.

CMDialogl.Filter - "All Files (*.*)|*.*|Text Files (*.csv)|*.csv|"
'Specify default filter
CMDialogLFilterlndex = 2
•Display the Save As box
CMDialogl.Action = 2
'Check for existance

Filestring = CMDialogl.Filename
If FileExists(Filestring) - True Then
'Send warning and msg, ask for input

msg = "The File already exists."

msg = msg + Chr$(10) + "Saving tothe File will erase its present contents."
msg = msg + Chr$(10) + "Do you wish to save the file under the current title?"
Response1 - MsgBox(msg, 4, "Warning")
If Response 1 - 7 Then

msg = "Do youwish to pick a new file?"

msg = msg + Chr$(13) + "(If nofile is chosen then measurements will not betaken.)"
Response2 = MsgBox(msg, 4, "Wherenext?")
IfResponse2 • 6 Then
GoTo NewFile
Else

GoTo ErrHandler

End If
End If

End If

mnustart.Enabled • True

Bootform.Caption- CMDialogl.Filename
ErrHandler:

'User pressed Cnacel button or chose no file
Exit Sub
End Sub
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Sub mnuStartClick ()

'This code begins the taking of measurements and
'the display of these measurements in both
'grid and graph forms
Dim T As String, V As String, I As Integer
ReDim Value(Val(Label2)) As Single

ReDim Temper(Val(Labei2)) As Single
ReDim TimeArray(Val(Label2)) As Variant
Dim Word As String
Call MeasurementType
Grid 1.Rows - Val(Label2) + 1
Combo1.Enabled " False

mnuerasegrid.Enabled = False
mnustart.Enabled = False

mnustop.Enabled " True
Call mnuSamplelnfoclick
' Open file for input

OpenCMDialogl.Filename For OutputAccess Write As #1
Write #1, Comments

Write #1, "Measurements Started at", TimeStart

Write HI, • Data is A(Kelvin), B(Ohms/Volts), Time Taken'
' This subprogram will start a series of measurements
' by the DMM based on changes in the Temperature
TemQuery - "WS" + Term
T = Space$(10)
V = Space$(15)
NCount - 1

' initialize Last resistance and temperature
Call Ibwrt(Tem, TemQuery)
Call Ibwrt(DMM, Application)

TimeAiray(l) = Time$
TimeStart • Now

Call IbrdCTem, T)
Call Ibrd(DMM, V)
Call Ibclr(DMM)
LastTem = Val(T)
LastValue = Val(V)
Value(NCount) = LastValue
Temper(NCount) - LastTem
MaxValue = LastValue

MinValue = LastValue
MaxTem = LastTem

MinTem = LastTem

'Initialize grid and write first point
Gridl.Row-NCount
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Gridl.Col-0
Gridl Text = NCount

Gridl .Col =1

Grid 1.Text = Value(NCount)
Gridl.Col = 2

Gridl Text - Temper(NCount)
Gridl.Col = 3

Gridl Text = TimeArray(NCount)

' Set up graphing capability
Gridl.Row = 0
Gridl.Col=l

Word = Gridl.Text

labell4 = SpacePlace(Word)
Gridl.Col = 2

labell5=Gridl.Text
' Write data to file

Write #1, Temper(NCount), Value(NCount), TimeArray(NCount)
TimeMeas - TimeStart + (Interval /1440)
Timer1.Enabled = True
Timer 1.Interval = 500

TimeStop = TimeStart + (ValGabel6)/ 24)
End Sub

Sub mnustopclick 0
'User called for measurement stopping
Dim msg As String, Response1 As Integer
Select Case ExitValue
Case "Max"

msg = "Measurements stopped due to maximum number ofmeasurements."
Case "Tim"

msg = "Measurements stopped due to Timestop variable."
Case Else

msg - "Stopping the measurements will close the file."

msg = msg + Chr$(10) + "Do you wish to stop the measurements?"
Response1 = MsgBox(msg, 68, "Information")
IfResponse1 = 7 Then
GoTo KeepGoing
End If

msg = "Measurements stopped"
End Select

Write #1, "Measurements Stopped at ", Now
Write HI, "Number of data points taken", NCount
Close

Boolform.Caption = "Name File to Save To"
Combo 1.Enabled = True
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mnuerasegrid.Enabled = True
mnustart.Enabled = False

mnustop.Enabled = False
Timer 1.Enabled = False
Timer1. Interval = 0

MsgBox msg, 0, "End Loop"
KeepGoing:
End Sub

Sub mnuTemplevelClick 0
'Allows user to set the temperaturethe ramping program
'should approach
Dim Prompt As String, msg As String
Dim DecPos As Integer
Dim Answer As Integer
ReDo:

Prompt = "Enter the Temperature level desired. It must beanelement of[0,300]. The
temperature is in Kelvin."

TempLevel = InputBox$(Prompt, "Temperature to Approach", label12)
'Checkfor error in set point input used only for Kelvin
If Val(TempLevel) < 0# Or VaKTempLevel) > 300# Then

msg = "Set point must bein between 0.0and 300.0 Kelvin. Doyou wish topick a new
Temperature level?"

msg = msg + Chr$(13) + "(Default is 5 Kelvin)"
Answer = MsgBox(msg, 52, "Input Error for the Set Point")
If Answer = 6 GoTo ReDo

TempLevel = "5.0W
End If

' Make sure decimal point is in the properposition
' Used for resistance measurements

DecPos = InStr(l, TempLevel,".")
Select Case DecPos
Casel

TempLevel = "0" + Mid$(TempLevel, 1, 2)
Case 2

TempLevel = Mid$(TempLevel, 1, 3)
Case 3

TempLevel = Mid$(TempLevel, 1,4)
Case 4

TempLevel = Mid$(TempLevel, 1, 5)
Case Else

TempLevel - Mid$(TempLevel, 1, 3)
End Select

label 12 - TempLevel
' end of decimal checK
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End Sub

Sub mnuTempRate Click 0
Dim Prompt As String, DecPos As Integer
Dim msg As String, Answer As Integer

'This Subprogram allows the user to enter the rate at
'whichthe temperature controller will varythe setpoint
'up to the TempLevel
ReDo_Input:

Prompt - "Enter the rate at which the temperature will change per minute. The value will
only be good tothe 0.01 Kelvin/Minute. Ifit is longer chopping will occur. Zero turns off
the programing ability."
TemRate = InputBox$(Prompt, "Rate Of Temperature Change", LabellO)
'Check format of TemRate

DecPos - lnStr(l, TemRate,".")
Select Case DecPos
Case 1

TemRate = "0" + Mid$(TemRate, 1, 3)
Case 2

TemRate - Mid$(TemRate, 1,4)
Case 3

TemRate - Mid$(TemRate, 1, 5)
Case Else

TemRate = Mid$(TemRate, 1, 2)
End Select

'Check range

If Val(TemRate) < 0# Or Val(TemRate) >= 100# Then

msg = "Rate must be in between 0.00 and 100.00 Kelvin/minute. Doyou wish to pick
a new Temperature Rate?"

msg - msg + Chr$(13) + "(Default is 0 Kelvin/minute)"
Answer = MsgBox(msg, 52, "InputError for the Rate")
If Answer - 6 GoTo ReDoInput
TemRate = "0"

End If
LabellO = TemRate

End Sub

Sub MnuTime_click 0
'Allows the user to set the length of time any set
'of measurements should be taken

Dim Title As String
Dim msg As String
'Input boxes for measurement parameters
msg = "Enter the number of hours to run the measurements."
Title = "Number of Hours"
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Iabel6- InputBox$(msg, Title, "10")
If mnustart.Enabled = False Then

TimcStop- TimeStart + Val(label6) / 24
End If

End Sub

Sub mnuToggleclick ()
Turns on or off the ramping program
Dim Com As String

Dim msg As String
Dim b As String
Dim Sine As Single
Dim Dif As Single
If mnuToggle.Caption - "Off" Then
If Val(TemRate) - 0# Then

msg = "The Rate is Zerothus the program will not run."
MsgBox msg, 48, "Error"
Exit Sub

End If

'Start progrm

Com - Space$(20)
b - Space$(20)
Com = "WS" +Term

Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
Call Ibrd(Tem, b)

SetTemp = Val(b)
Dif - SetTemp - Val(TempLevel)
If Abs(Dif) < Val(TemRate) Then
Com - Space$(20)
Com - "S" + Format$(TempLevel) + Term
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)

msg • "Program terminated due to reaching theTempLevel."
MsgBox msg, 48, "Error"
Exit Sub

End If

IfDif>0#Then
Sine = -1

Else
Sine=l
End If

SetTemp - SetTemp + Sine * Val(TemRate)
Com " Space$(20)
Com = "S" + Format$(SetTemp) + Term
Call IbwrtCTem, Com)
TemAdjust - Now + (1 /1440)
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Timer2.Interval = 500
Timer2.Enabled = True

mnuToggle.Caption = "On"
label7 - "Program: On"
Else

mnuToggle.Caption = "Off"
label7 - "Program: Off'
'Stop Program
Com - Space$(20)

'Return to origainal setpoint
Com = "S" + Format$(FormChangeTextl) + Term
Call IbwrtCTem, Com)
Timer2.Interval = 0

Timer2.Enabled = False
End If

End Sub

Sub mnuviewClick 0

'Shows any saved data in the grid
Dim I As Integer
ForI=lToNCount
Gridl.Row = I
Gridl.Col=l

Gridl Text = Value©
Gridl.Col = 2

Gridl Text = Temper©
Gridl.Col-3

Gridl Text - TimeArray(I)
Next I

End Sub

SubPicturel_ClickO
'Calls a procedure that will make the graph appear
'fullscreen

Call GraphlGrapher
End Sub

Sub Timer1 Timer 0
'The cornerstone of the measurment taking and
'saving in this program.

'This procedure checks the exit conditions and
'the time in order to take measurments or to stop

taking measurements

'It is probably one of the most confusing procedures
'in the program.
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Dim 1 As Integer
Dim T As String, V As String
If Now >- TimeMeas Then

T = Space$(10)
V-Space$(15)
' Query for measurements
Call Ibwit(Tem, TemQuery)
Call Ibwrt(DMM, Application)
TimeArray(NCount + 1) = Time$
Call Ibrd(Tem, T)
Call Ibrd(DMM, V)
Call Ibclr(DMM)

If Abs(LastTem - Val(T)) > DeltaTempOr DeltaTemp= 0 Then
NCount=NCount+ 1

LastTem - Val(T)
LastValue - Val(V)

Value(NCount) = LastValue
Temper(NCount) = LastTem
'write to file

Write HI, Temper(NCount), Value(NCount), TimeArray(NCount)
If LastValue >= MaxValue Then
MaxValue = LastValue
Elself LastValue <= MinValue Then
MinValue = LastValue
End If

If LastTem >= MaxTem Then

MaxTem - LastTem
Elself LastTem <= MinTem Then
MinTem = LastTem

End If

Call MnuGraphclick
' Write values to grid
Gridl.Row = NCount

Gridl.Col-0
Gridl Text = NCount

Gridl.Col-1

Gridl Text = Value(NCount)
Gridl.Col = 2

Gridl.Text - Temper(NCount)
Gridl.Col = 3

Gridl Text - TimeArray(NCount)
End If

TimeMeas = Now + (Interval /1440)

' Test stop conditioas
If NCount >= Val(Label2) Then
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ExitValue = "Max"

Call mnustop click
End If

If Now >= TimeStop Then
ExitValue - "Tim"

Call mnustopclick
End If
End If
End Sub

Sub Timer2_Timer 0

'Used bythe ramping program to keep a steady rate
'of change in the temperature
Dim Com As String
Dim b As String
Dim Dif As Single

Dim msg As String
Dim Sine As Single

Dim PresTemp As Single
If Now > TemAdjust Then
Com=Space$(20)
b - Space$(20)
Com ="WS" + Term

Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
Call Ibrd(Tem, b)

PresTemp = Val(b)
Dif - PresTemp - Val(TempLevel)
If Abs(Dif) < Val(TemRate) Then
Com - Space$(20)
Com = "S" + Format$(TempLevel) + Term
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)

msg = "Program terminated due to reaching theTempLevel.
MsgBox msg, 48, "Error"
Call mnuToggleclick
End If

IfDif>0#Then
Sine = -1
Else

Sine=l
End If

SetTemp = SetTemp + Sine * Val(TemRate)
Com - Space$(20)
Com = "S" + Format$(SetTemp) + Term
Call IbwrtfTem, Com)

TemAdjust - Now + (1 /1440)
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End If
End Sub
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Code From File: TEMPCHAN.FRM

Option Explicit

Dim Report As Integer
' Determines which range the Heaterpower is set to
Dim HeaterChange As Integer' Logical variable that if true causesactionin
CmdOK_click

Dim SetChange As Integer ' Logical variable that if true causes action in CmdOK_click
Dim GainChange As Integer ' Logical variable that if true causes action in
CmdOK click

Dim RateChange As Integer ' Logical variable that if true causes action in
CmdOK_click

Dim ResetChange As Integer ' Logical variable that if true causes actionin
CmdOKclick

Sub CmdCancelClick 0

Dim A As String, B As String
Dim Range As String
FormChange. Visible = False
BootForm.Visible = True

' Reset the Set Point Reading
A - Space$(10)

B = Spacc$(50)
A = "WP"

A = A + Term

Call Ibwrt(Tem, A)
CallIbrd(Tem,B)

FormChange.Textl - Val(Mid$(B, 1, 8))
' Reset the old values in the form

' Gain, Rate, Reset, heater range and percent of
' heater power
A = Space$(10)
B - Space$(50)
A - "W3"
A = A + Term

Call Ibwrt(Tem. A)
Call Ibrd(Tem, B)
'Gain Value

FormChange.Text2 = Val(Mid$(B, 1, 3))
•Rate Value

FormChange.Text3 - Val(Mid$(B, 5, 3))
'Reset Value

FormChangeText4 = Val(Mid$(B, 9, 3))
'Heater Range
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Select Case Mid$(B, 13, 1)
Case "4"

CallOptNegl_Click
Case "3"

Call OptNeg2_Click
Case "2"

Call OptNeg3_Click
Case "5"

Call OptMax_Click
Case Else

Call OptOffClick
End Select

SetChange = False
GainChange = False
ResetChange - False
RateChange = False

HeaterChange = False
End Sub

SubCmdOkClickO
Dim Com As String, A As String, B As String
Dim Tex As Single
Dim Msg As String

Dim DecPos As Integer 'Decimal position
'Take care of changes in Heater Range
If HeaterChange = True Then
Com=Space$(10)
Select Case Report
Case 1

Com = "R4" 4- Term
Case 2

Com ="R3" +Term
Case 3
Com ="R2" +Term
Case 4

Com ="R5"+Term
Case Else
Com = "RO" + Term

End Select

Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
End If

'Change value of Set Point
If SetChange - True Then

'Check for error in set point input used only for Kelvin
Tex = Val(Textl)
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If Tex < 0# Or Tex > 300// Then

Msg = " Set point must be in between 0.0 and 300.0 Kelvin."
MsgBox Msg, 48, "Input Error for the SetPoint"
GoTo ErrorExit
End If

' Make sure decimal point is in the proper position
' Used for resistance measurements

Com = Space$(10)
DecPos = InStr(l,Textl,".")
Select Case DecPos
Case 1

Com - "S" 4- "0" 4- Mid$(Textl, 1, 2) 4- Term
Case 2

Com - "S" + Mid$(Textl, 1,3) + Term
Case 3

Com = "S" 4- Mid$(Textl, 1,4) 4- Term
Case 4

Com - "S" 4- Mid$(Textl, 1, 5) 4- Term
Case Else

Com - "S" 4- Mid$<Textl, 1, 3) 4- Term
End Select

' end of decimal check

Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
End If

'Change value for the Gain
If GainChange = True Then
'Check for error in Gain input
Tex = Val(Text2)
If Tex < Oti Or Tex > 99ii Then

Msg - " Gain must be in between 0.0 and 99."
MsgBox Msg, 48, "Input Errorfor the Gain"
GoTo ErrorExit
End If

Tex - Val(Mid$(Text2, 1, 3))
Com = Space$(10)
Com - "P" 4- CStr(Tex) 4- Term
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
End If

'Change value for the Rate
If RateChange - True Then
'Check for error in the Rate input
Tex - Val(Text3)
If Tex < 0M Or Tex > 99# Then

Msg - "Rate must be in between 0.0 and 99 seconds. A setting of0.0 shuts offthe
rate."
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MsgBox Msg, 48, "Input Error for the Rate"
GoTo Error Exit
End If

Tex - Val(Mid$(Text3, 1, 3))

Com-Space$(10)
Com = "D" 4- CStr(Tex) 4- Term
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
End If

'Change value for the Reset
If ResetChange - True Then
'Check for error in Reset input
Tex - Val(Text4)
If Tex < 0# Or Tex > 99# Then

Msg = " Reset value must bein between 0.0 and 99. A value of0.0turns the reset off."
MsgBox Msg, 48, "Input Error for the Reset"
GoTo Error Exit
End If

Tex - Val(Mid$(Text4, 1, 3))

Com=Space$(10)
Com = "I" 4- CStrCTex) 4- Term
Call Ibwrt(Tem, Com)
End If

FormChange.Visible = False
BootForm. Visible = True

SetChange = False
GainChange = False
ResetChange - False
RateChange = False
HeaterChange = False
ErrorExit:

End Sub

Sub FormJLoad 0
'Initializes values in textboxes on the form

Dim A As String, B As String
Dim Range As String
SetChange = False
GainChange = False
ResetChange - False
RateChange = False
HeaterChange = False
' Reset the Set Point Reading
A = Space$(10)
B - Space$(50)
A - "WP"
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A = A 4- Term

Call Ibwrt(Tem, A)

CallIbrd(Tem,B)

FormChange.Textl - Val(Mid$(B, 1, 8))
' Reset the old values in the form

' Gain, Rate, Reset, heater range and percent of
' heater power
A = Space$(10)

B = Space$(50)
A - "W3"
A = A 4- Term

Call Ibwrt(Tems A)
Call Ibrd(Tem, B)
'Gain Value

FormChange.Text2 - Val(Mid$(B, 1, 3))
'Rate Value

FormChange.Text3 = Val(Mid$(B, 5, 3))
•Reset Value

FormChange.Text4 = Val(Mid$(B, 9,3))
Heater Range
Select Case Mid$(B, 13, 1)
Case w4"

Call OptNegl_Click
Case "3"

Call OptNeg2_Click
Case "2"

CallOptNeg3_Click
Case "5"

Call OptMaxClick
Case Else

Call OptOffClick
End Select
End Sub

Sub OptMaxClick 0
HeaterChange - True
OptOff.Value = False
OptNegl.Value = False
OptNeg2.Value - False
OptNeg3.Value = False
OptMax.Value = True
Report = 4
End Sub

Sub OptNegl_Click 0
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HeaterChange = True
OptOff.Value - False

OptNegl .Value - True
OptNeg2.Value = False
OptNeg3.Value = False
OptMax.Value - False
Report = 1
End Sub

SubOptNeg2_ClickO
HeaterChange = True
OptOff.Value - False
OptNegl. Value = False
OptNeg2.Value = True
OptNeg3.Value = False
OptMax.Value = False
Report = 2
End Sub

Sub OptNeg3_Click 0
HeaterChange - True

OptOff.Value - False
OptNegl. Value • False
OptNeg2.Value - False
OptNeg3.Value = True
OptMax.Value = False
Report= 3
End Sub

SubOptOffClickO
HeaterChange = True
OptOff.Value - True
OptNegl .Value - False
OptNeg2.Value = False
OptNeg3.Value - False
OptMax.Value = False
Report = 0
End Sub

SubTextlChangeO
SetChange = True
End Sub

Sub Text2_Change 0
GainChange = True
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End Sub

Sub Text3_Change 0
RateChange = True
End Sub

Sub Text4_Change Q
ResetChange = True
End Sub
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Code From File: DMMTEM.BAS

Option Explicit

Global TernAs Integer 'GPIB unit descriptor tor temperature controller
Global DMM As Integer 'GPIB unit descriptor for Digital Multimeter
Global Term As String

'GPIB EOS protocal

Global LastTemAs Single 'records the last temperature that was saved to a file
Global MinTem As Single 'records the min. temperature for plotting purposes
Global MaxTem As Single 'recordsthe max. temperature for plotting purposes
Global MinValue As Single 'records the min. value for plotting purposes
Global MaxValue As Single 'records the max. value for plotting purposes
Global LastValue As Single'records the last value that was saved to a file
Global MaxNum As Integer ' maximum number of measurements to take
Global TemQuery As String' Protocal used to query the temperature controller for a
measurement

GlobalIntervalAs Single 'Timebetween measurements in minutes
Global TimeStop As Variant 'One of the stopping condition for taking measurements,
user controlled

Global TimeStart As Variant'Time at which the measurements commenced

Global NCount As Integer 'Number of measurements saved to the file
Global valueO As Single 'Array used to store saved values

Global TempLevel As String 'Temperature at whichthe ramping program shutsoffat
GlobalTemperO As Single 'Arrayused to store saved temperatures
Global TimeArrayO As Variant 'Array used to store Time at which measurement was
taken

Global TemRate As String ^ate at which the ramping program progresses

Global SetTemp As Single 'Used in ramping programto change the setpoint
temperature in the Temperature controller
Global TemAdjust As Variant The next time at whichthe ramping program will change
the temperature

Global DeltaTemp As Single Temperature change requiredto save the measurement
data to the declared file

Global Application As String 'DMM setup command for proper configuration
Function FileExists (FName As String) As Integer
'Check for existance of file in current dirrectory
If Dir$(FName, 0) = "" Then
FileExists = False
Else

FileExists = True
End If
End Function

Sub Graph1 Grapher 0
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'The following program graphs the data measured on a full screen
'code is similar to Bootform's Sub MnuGraphclick
Dim ValDif As Single TDifference between min and max values
Dim TemDif As Single 'Difference between min and max temperature
Dim ScaleYl As Single 'Custom scale parameter
Dim ScaleY2 As Single 'Custom scale parameter
Dim ScaleXl As Single 'Custom scale parameter
Dim ScaleX2 As Single 'Custom scale parameter
Dim I As Integer
'Loop control variable

Dim Y As Single
'Variable for tick mark labels position
Dim X As Single
'Variable for tick mark labels position
Dim Axis As Single 'Variable for tick mark labels
Dim SAxis As String 'Variable for tick mark labels
'Set up display
Graphi.Show 0
Graph l.Cls

Graphi.Label 1 = Bootform.Labell4
Graphi .Label2 = Bootform.Labell5
Graph LScaleMode= 1
ValDif- (MaxValue - MinValue)
TemDif = (MaxTem - MinTem)

' Make The graph full screen
Graphi.Move 0,0
Graphi.Width = screen.Width
Graphi.Height = screen.Height
•Draw axes

Graphi .Line (1500,0)-(1500,5700)
Graphi.Line (1500, 5700)-(9600, 5700)
'Labeling axes
X = 500

Y-6700

'Xaxis
ForI=lTo8
X = X+1000

Axis - linear Int(1500, MinTem, CSng(Graphl. ScaleWidth), MaxTem, X)
SAxis$ = Trunc_Numbers(Str(Axis))
Graphi .Line (X, Y - 900)-(X, Y - 1000)
Graphi.CurrentX = X - 350
Graphl.CurrentY = 6000
Graphi.Print SAxis
Next I
'Y axis
X=1500

For I - 1 To 6
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Y - Y - 1000

Axis = linear_lnt(0. MaxValue, 5700, MinValue, Y)
SAxisS - Trunc_Numbers(Str(Axis))
Graphi.Line (X - 100, Y)-(X, Y)
Graphl.CurrentX = 500
Graphi.CurrentY - Y - 67.5
Graphl.Print SAxis
Next I

'Scale Graph
ScaleYl-MaxValue
ScaleX2 = MaxTem

ScaleY2 - MinValue - ((ValDif/ 5700) * (1215))
ScaleXl - MinTem - ((TemDif/ (Graphi.ScaleWidth -1500)) * 1500)
Graphi.Scale (ScaleXl, ScaleYl)-(ScaleX2, ScaleY2)
'Plot points
ForI=lToNCount
DoEvents

Graphi.Circle (Temper®, value(I)), ((1 / 600) * TemDif). QBColor(l)
Next I

End Sub

Function linearlnt (XI, Yl, X2, Y2, X)
'Interpolates a straight line between two points and

'returns a corresponding value for the number given (X)
Dim b As Single 'Equation of a line constant: y=mx 4- b
Dim m As Single
m-(Y2-Yl)/(X2-Xl)
b = Yl-m*Xl

linearlnt = m * X 4- b
End Function

Function SpacePlace (Word As String) As String
' This fuction places spaces in a string in order to
' write a vertical label

Dim J As Integer 'length of the variable Word
Dim I As Integer loop variable
Dim Tool As String 'temporary variable
J = Len(Word)
Tool$ -""
For I = 1 To J

Tool$ - Tool$ 4- Mid$(Word, I, 1) 4- " "
Next I

SpacePlace = Tool$
End Function
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Function Trunc Numbers (SNumber As String) As String
'This formats numbers for the grapliing portion of the program
Dim Length As Integer ' Length of number
Dim PeriodPos As Integer ' position of period
Dim Eposition As Integer ' position of exponent
Length = Len(SNumber$)
PeriodPos = InStr(SNumber$,".")
Eposition - InStr(SNumber$, "E")
If Eposition = 0 Then
TruncNumbers = Mid$(SNumber$, 1, 6)
Else

TruncNumbers = Mid$(SNumber$, 1,6) + Mid$(SNumber$, Eposition, (Length
Eposition + 1))
End If
End Function
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